
2018 Chicago Spirit of Hope:

Matt Freer

Matt Freer was diagnosed in August of 2015. He knew something was 
wrong when he noticed himself getting significantly fatigued. He was a 
very active person but noticed he was struggling to run as far as he used to 
and would get short of breath just walking up stairs. After a great deal of 
testing, the doctors concluded that Matt had multiple myeloma. At the 
time of diagnosis, he was just shy of his 33rd birthday. His son was 3 years 
old and his daughter was almost 6 months old. 

It was through Matt’s initial research following his diagnosis that he 
discovered the Multiple Myeloma Research Foundation. He began utilizing 
the MMRF’s resources such as online articles and webinars to better 
understand this unfamiliar disease. Nine months after his diagnosis, Matt 
signed up for his first MMRF Chicago 5K and created Team Ninja Blood. To 
him, the decision to sign up seemed like a no-brainer. It combined his love 
of exercise with an opportunity to raise funds and awareness for a cause 
that was personal to him. 

Matt and his team have been participating in the MMRF Chicago 5K for 
three years now. Through the 5Ks he has attended, Matt has been able to 
connect with other myeloma patients. One patient in particular has 
become a close friend of his. 

“We are both young patients for the myeloma world; we have been able to 
share experiences, thoughts, concerns and support each other through this 
journey so far” says Matt. “I am extraordinarily grateful for this relationship 
and the opportunity to connect with other patients.”

The Multiple Myeloma Research Foundation is delighted to recognize Matt 
Freer as the MMRF Spirit of Hope Honoree at the 2018 MMRF Team for 
Cures: Chicago 5K Walk/Run. This award is presented at every 5K Walk/
Run event to a patient, caregiver, or family who inspires hope through their 
resilience, perseverance, and dedication to the MMRF and its mission.



Matt’s determination, positive outlook, and can-do attitude help to fuel his 
recovery. He says that he is honored that his story inspires hope in other myeloma 
patients. Matt feels that all the team members that make up Team Ninja Blood also 
embody the spirit of hope. They inspire hope in him daily and have played a vital 
part of his recovery.

 “I would not be where I am today without many people backing me; my medical team at 
University of Chicago, my friends and co-workers and, of course, my family” says Matt.

Along with his optimism and incredible support system, Matt says MMRF’s 
relentless pursuit of a cure is something that helps him persevere through difficult 
times throughout his illness. 

“The amazing progress being made towards a cure is, at the end of the day, a beacon 
that keeps me moving forward with veracious hope” says Matt. “With all the new 
treatments and therapies that have been brought to the table in the last 3 years, there is 
so much hope for myeloma patients. The MMRF is a big driver behind many of these 
advances.” 
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-Matt Freer

CLICK HERE TO SUPPORT MATT FREER

Matt has chosen to focus on living well through diet, exercise, work, friends, and 
family. He participates in backpacking treks through an organization called True 
North Treks whose mission is to empower young adults with cancer and their 
caregivers to reclaim their lives. Matt has taken to social media to document his 
experience with myeloma. His Instagram account, @MattsNinjaBlood, is not only a 
positive way for him to cope, it is also a resource that other myeloma patients can 
turn to feel less alone in their journey. 

The MMRF works tirelessly to find a cure to extend the lives of patients and is 
proud to honor Matt Freer as the 2018 recipient of the MMRF Spirit of Hope 
Award. Matt has touched the myeloma community with his strength of character, 
kindness, and embodiment of hope.

https://walkrun.themmrf.org/chicago18/ninjablood
https://www.instagram.com/mattsninjablood/?hl=en
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